
In the coming issues, we'll cover all kinds
of  helpful information under the topics
Healing, Understanding, Devotion, and
Pampering.

Each issue will be loaded with links to
blog articles reflecting personal
experience with my own fur-kids and
current pet related issues of the day,
training tips addressing all stages of fur-
kid life, recipes for nutritional treats and
meals for both 2- and 4-leggeds, spiritual
inspiration including an upcoming 30 day
devotional focusing on pet grief, and ton
of useful and handy downloadable and
printable freebies.

So welcome to the Pack 
and God Bless!
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I'm so thrilled to be publishing the first
volume of my newsletter, deTails.  As a
subscriber to this free publication, you
will be privy to all the new and exciting
developments happening over at our
website PawsToPray.ca!  

In this issue, I'd like to introduce you to
Paws To Pray, an online community for
pet parents.

But, if you've connected to the
newsletter through the link on the
website,  Facebook page, or Instagram
account, then you'll already be familiar
with it.
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Healing
I follow many various dog groups on Facebook and every

day I find joy in the happy photos posted there.  But, I

also feel overwhelmed and sad on many days too, as pet

parents pay tribute to their babies who have gone to the

Rainbow Bridge.  In this first newsletter, I'd like to

acknowledge all those folks out there who've lost a

beloved fur-kid.  As a grieving Mom myself, I was able to

express my feeling in this article I call Cry.

Devotion
Adopting a fur-kid is a serious commitment; one that is

likely to span at least a decade or more and be relatively

expensive.  

In my story, Pet Parenthood: Seven Important Things to

Consider Before Adopting A Puppy, I explore critical

areas that should be considered before adopting a

pooch.

Pampering
Avoid the expense and hours of research when trying to

find healthy treats for your pup by baking your own.  

Veggie Bonz are full of, yes, veggies and oat flour and are

super simple to bake.  Their softer texture make them

perfect for senior fur-kids who may have lost a few teeth

and their ingredients are safe for pups who suffer from

allergies.

Understanding
In this issue, we'll discuss a topic that touched our family

when our Joee lost her vision a couple of years ago.  With

having already lost her right eye due to a detached retina,

a cataract developed in her left eye, reducing her vision to

nearly zero.  Adjustments were needed in every way we

lived life and I have summarized some of those helpful

ideas in my article Dealing with Blindness: The First 5

Things You Should Do.
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